
Rotary Sunrise – Cassegrain Artist Markets Parking 

 

Attached is a map of the parking and market areas showing the access and exit roads, and the two 

car parks generally used. For easy reference these will be referred to as P1 and P2 

 

The map designates Volunteer positions, Cone placement for various controls, and collection points. 

Setup on arrival: 

All Volunteers should be issued with Sunrise Fluoro vests and 2 way radios set to the same channel. 

All should carry donation buckets – Even those leaving tend to drop some change if you smile nicely.     

It is important to place cones immediately on arrival. Two large cones should be placed at the entry 

and exit of P2, along with the “please Donate” rotary sandwich board. 5 smaller cones should be 

placed along the side of the “bridge” road south of the Market area. This stretch should be reserved 

for disabled parking on demand, and will fill up fast with random parkers if not controlled. 

A further few cones should be placed in P1 for disabled reservations, and a few near position 4 to 

stop parking on the grass to the west of the market area. 

Volunteer 1 at point A is at the main entry point, and will collect the bulk of donations. Initially all 

traffic should be directed to P1 “Please follow the road and turn right at the T”. The large Control 

cone stays in the driveway of P2. Leaving the other control cone in the exit drive of P2 discourages 

entrants, but should be placed to allow exit. If a Parker requires a disables spot, V1 needs to 

communicate via radio – Volunteers in relevant positions will arrange suitable spots – A description 

of the car is useful!    

Volunteer 2 should be stationed in Park2, mobile to direct each car to a parking space when P2 is 

opened. As P2 is open area, a good mind plan of how parking lines are going to be arranged is 

essential. 

Volunteer 3 is stationed at the T intersection at the southwest corner of the Markets. This volunteer 

should ask each car “Arriving or leaving?” and direct left or right accordingly. Many leavers will 

donate at this point so carry a bucket and smile. This volunteer may also be required to direct 

disabled drivers to appropriate spots, and move cones for them along “bridge road” south of the 

market.  V3 should also keep an eye on traffic flowing in and out of P1, as this lane is two way traffic 

and arrivals can be held at the T while cars exit past. 

Volunteer 4 is located in the Cellar Door P1 area, guiding drivers to available spots. When P1 is full or 

close, V4 should advise by radio. At this point, the large control cone at point A should be moved to 

block the road and divert all traffic into P2. 

As drivers leave P1, V4 can advise that “We have x spots at P1” and V1 can allow the right number 

through. 

Things to keep an eye on: 

Heat: Make sure everyone has sunscreen and hats on! Don’t get dehydrated! 

Comfort: Chairs are BYO, but very handy at position A and the T from time to time. 



Idiots: Unfortunately, some people will do as they like. Approach them with a big smile, and ask 

them to please move their car, as it creates problems for others they may not be aware of. 

Buckets: Especially V1’s bucket can get quite heavy. Have a change bag in a Volunteers car at P2. 

Employees & Stallholders: Park for free of course, but may be let through to P1 even if it’s full. They 

know where they can park. 

Enjoy!  

 

 

 

 


